Invar alloys are widely used as materials for precision instruments.
The practical Invar alloys are all ferromagnetic, and the ferromagnetism of these alloys often limits the scope of their application.
In recent years, therefore, considerable attention has been directed to the research and development of nonferromagnetic Invar alloys. Cr is an antiferromagnetic material and its physical properties such as thermal expansivity and electrical resistivity change anomalously near the Neel temperature. These properties are sensibly modified by the addition of other elements. The present authors investigated the temperature dependence of the physical properties for some Cr-base primary solid solution alloys. some metals such as Nb and Pd(1), paramagnetic alloys of Nb-Zr(2) and Pd-Au(3) systems, antiferromagnetic alloys of Fe-Mn(1), Mn-Cu (4) and Mn-Ni(5) systems, and various ternary alloys based on these binary alloys (6) .
Conversely, there is no remarkable crystal anisotropy in thermal expansion in the case of the cubic crystal, so nonferromagnetic Invar alloys can hardly be obtained by a metallurgical method.
Some rare-earth metals have a low thermal expansion coefficient over a wide temperature range(7), but their poor mechanical properties and high oxidizability even at room temperature make the use of the metals impractical.
Thus, any attempt to obtain nonferromagnetic Invar alloys should be based on the anomalous volume change resulting from the appearance of antiferromagnetism. Easily obtainable antiferromagnetic alloys are Mn or Cr based alloys. The thermal expansion coefficient of Mn based alloys, as can be seen in antiferromagnetic Elinvar alloys, have a relatively large value(4).
Cr was confirmed by neutron diffraction to be antiferromagnetic (8) , and it was made clear that the magnetic properties of the metal can be explained by the spin density wave (SDW) theory proposed by Overhauser (9) .
Considerable efforts have been made to the studies on Cr and its primary solid solution of Cr-V(11), Cr-Mn(12), Cr-Fe(12) and CrCo(13) systems have been established. These phase diagrams show a variety of changes in the magnetic structure according to the kind of additional elements and the temperature. Along with such changes, anomalies in thermal expansion, electrical resistivity, elastic modulus and internal friction are observed. The effect of addition of Fe on the thermal expansion of Cr is very remarkable(12). The additional elements used for the research are generally transition metals which occupy adjacent positions to Cr on the periodic table.
The physical properties of these alloys have been explained by the theory of the two band model which was proposed by Lomer (15) and modified by Fedders and Martin(16 Then, the Neel temperature of Cr-based primary solid solution alloys can easily be determined from the temperature dependence of the electrical Thus, to clarify the magnetic characteristics and its structure of Cr-Sn alloys, further researches by neutron diffraction analysis should be made.
Cr-Fe primary solid solution alloys
In view of the most remarkable effect of Fe additions to Cr in regard to the physical properties, this alloy system has been investiphenomenon occurs in the vicinity of the Neel temperature, the transition temperature determined from the electrical resistivity shows a perature at which the magnetic moment disappears or the temperature determined from the specific heat curves (20) . It has been well established that the abovementioned discontinuous variation of the expansivity occurs at the temperature Tco (incomature). This is a peculiar example of magnetic transformation which is of the first kind. 8), the TN increases at the beginning and then decreases with increase in Sn concentration. This tendency is also quite similar to the case of Cr-Sn primary solid solution alloys in Fig. 5 . From these results it is evident that in the ternary system Fe or Sn plays independently the same role as in each binary alloy system Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility x for a Crcreases as the temperature rises, it shows a small peak at the temperature which corresponds to TN, and then decreases again. Figure 10 shows the magnetization curves measured at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature. As shown in the figure, the magnetization curves are almost linear, and the magnetic susceptibility x at room temperature is smaller than that at liquid nitrogen temperature.
And as easily expected, it becomes larger with Fe concentration.
The above results of magnetic measurements show that the alloys in Cr-Fe-Sn system are antiferromagnetic and practically insensitive to magnetic effect.
A series of Cr-Fe-Sn primary solid solution alloys are magnetically insensitive, nonferromagnetic Invar alloys having the similar characteristics with Cr-Fe-Mn primary solid
Measurements of the thermal expansivity, electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility have been performed on Cr-Sn, Cr-Fe and Cr-Fe-Sn primary solid solution alloys, and the following significant conclusions have been drawn from the results.
(1) When Sn is alloyed with Cr, the Neel temperature TN increases at the beginning and then decreases gradually with increase in Sn concentration. This phenomenon is different from that observed by the addition of Si and Ge which are homologous elements to Sn.
The thermal expansion coefficient for a certain composition increases rapidly at temanomaly in electrical resistivity is observed at these temperatures.
(2) When Fe is alloyed with Cr, the electron to atom ratio increases, but the Neel temperature TN decreases linearly with increases in Fe concentration.
At the temperatures TN and Tco the thermal expansion coefficient shows an abrupt change in some alloys.
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity in the vicinity of the Neel temperature varies more remarkably than Cr-Sn primary solid solution alloys and shows a sharp minimum. In the Invar alloys, Fe or Sn plays independently the same role in the composition dependences of TN as in each binary primary solid solution alloy system with Cr.
